The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the world’s largest energy particle accelerator, used to collide (to come together with violent and direct impact) particle beams of protons to finally discover and understand what happened at the very beginning of our planet, a.k.a. — The Big Bang and why we are here.
Built under the French-Swiss border (French and Swiss flags all over the grounds), the largest MACHINE ever built is buried about 400 feet underground and is located in a circular tunnel 17 miles in circumference. Operated by the CERN (European Center for Nuclear Research), the staff is made of 7,200 physicists from 20 European countries, 1,500 of them work on-site full time.
Although the United States is not part of the consortium, more Americans than any other nationalities are working there and the USA contributed $542 millions to built the collider.
The official work language is English. 
Conceived over 20 years ago and only started 13 years later, it is still under construction to this day. So far, the steel, pipes and cables apparatus has cost $9 billions, yes.
Conceived at the same time as another massive experiment, also by one of the CERN computer programmer, Tim Berners-Lee, who dreamed up what is wildly known as the www, the World Wide Web. Those guys know what they are doing.
Four stations are lining the perimeter of the machine, one of them is a magnet generating a magnetic field 100,000 times stronger than Earth’s, yes, it’s powerful.
Because the collider must be cooled, I’ll skip the details, 120 tons of liquid helium makes its insides colder than outer space. Now you get a sense of the machine.
In short, very short, the collider uses the largest energies ever generated to closely reproduce the conditions existing about 14 billion years ago.
Why? To try to understand the nature of existence and give scientists an idea of how and why the Big Bang actually happened. The dream of knowing the details of our very creation is certainly a valid purpose to this folly.
First tried on Sept. 10, 2008 the super-collider fired up its proton beams with success, despite the fact that some alarmists had predicted that the experiment would bring about the end of the world as we know it, creating a giant black hole that would swallow the planet. As you know, this did not happen. We are still here.
By Sept. 19, a problem arose with a super-conducting cable that refused to super-conduct. Sparks sparkled and in 20 seconds, the destruction inside the collider extended for 2,000 feet, with soot and smoke rushing through the tunnel. The air at the site of the accident got cooled immediately by tons of escaping helium and since the tunnel is sealed off from sky and air, several feet underground, it started to snow!
A catastrophe was averted.
Now, more than a year later and $40 million of repairs done, the super collider is back into shape, and physicists witnessed again the protons racing through the tunnel on Nov. 20, giving three days later the very first data. 
Another try on Nov. 30 was the latest experiment and the collider was shut down on Dec. 16 so the CERN can prepare it for even higher energy collisions later in 2010. We may discover how we came about in 2010. 
Happy New Year!
Stay tuned.
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As a wanna-be wordsmith, I tried late last night to form an anagram with the name of the mighty volcano from Iceland that is trying to take over the air space of most of Europe, and probably pretty soon the rest of the World.
But to no avail.
The only choices that popped up started with Alleluia and I did not find that amusing, so I dropped it. 
But I had fun finding out (thanks to anagramsite.com) about other anagrams, some are listed below for your own amusement.
(An anagram is re-using the exact same letters of a name to form another name or phrase, a Scrabble-type of exercise)
Here are a few funny samples:
The Morse Code= here comes dots
Astronomer=Moon starer
The eyes=they see
George Bush=he bugs Gore
The Titanic disaster=death, it starts in ice
Tom Cruise=so I’m cuter
Eleven plus two=twelve plus one
and my favorite is…..
Elvis=lives.
HAPPY SUNDAY!
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YESTERDAY I WENT SHOPPING AND GOT 12 SMALL BOTTLES OF MY FAVORITE WATER, SAN PELLEGRINO.
WHAT I DID NOT KNOW IS THAT IF YOU PUT YOUR GROCERIES ON THE PASSENGER SEAT NEXT TO YOU, IN SOME CARS LIKE MINE, A BRAND NEW-NO NAME HERE- THE SEATBELT ALARM WILL START BEEPING, JUST LIKE IF A PERSON WAS SITTING THERE WITHOUT WEARING A SEATBELT!
HOW CUTE!
SO MY WATER TOOK A RIDE HOME WITH THE SEATBELT ON, TO AVOID THE INCESSANT BEEP, BEEP, BEEP, BEEP, BEEP… BEEP, BEEP, BEEP, BEEP, BEEP, YOU GET THE PICTURE.
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Key West. When most people think about Key West, they almost instantly envision Ernest Hemingway and his Cuban cigars, or if they hail from a different generation, gay men and drag queens. Both are true traits of the island, not really an island in fact, as a causeway makes it an integral part of the chain of islands known as the Florida Keys, starting at Key Largo and ending in Key West, at the Southernmost point of the continental United States, 90 nautical miles from Cuba.
Some nights with a clear sky, you can see the yellow lights of Havana glowing just above the horizon. Some days in any weather, you can spot Cuban rafts or tires sliding across the choppy waters, bringing many souls full of hope to the shores of the land of the free. Most of them don’t make it and are sent back according to the strange law of dry-foot/wet-foot of the American immigration system that says only those who touch the dry floor get to stay and get lucky enough to go to jail and be processed so their relatives can claim them.
Many tourist come here to fish and go boating, giant tarpons and majestic pelicans are a common sight in all of the Keys, and for those who have caught the non-official Keys Disease , there is no cure and they must come back at every chance they have, to breathe the salty air and eat their own catch. Sharks, rays and other niceties of the deep also attract fierce boaters and swimmers, in fact, some program actually charge money to take people places where most of us would not go.
There is no real natural beach here, but what the island lack in sand, it makes up for with astonishing shorelines and amazing views, impeccable sunsets and atmosphere. The daily rituals of watching the sun set on the ocean from Mallory Square has become a tourist attraction in itself, a true carnival with clowns and performers, gimmicks and fire stunts, dogs and cats liking each other, as thousands of spectators delight in awe starring at the purple hues and the fast descent of the bright circle turning to the other side of the universe, surely countless orange pictures of sunsets will be taken home and watched again with oh’s and ah’s reminiscent of the trip to the keys.
Duval Street in the main drag here (pun intended) and in the last years, dozens of stores have spruced up and turned the street into a tropical copy of main mall USA, what with the GAP, Banana Republic (pun intended) and other chain stores well known to Americans. Visitors from all over the world might not be familiar with them and their shopping experience can only be highlighted with the choices they find here.
Many locals also sell their ware, jewels, linens, leather sandals and coconut hats. The tropics are civilized here, no shots are needed, no risk of malaria or other exotic maladies, and yes, you can drink the water.
Hurricanes are a different story. Let’s not talk about it here.
In the joined waters of the Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico, the multitude of species of fish and marine animals is mindboggling. The very small Key West aquarium is attractive and fun, most marine animals can be touch and kids delight in the sheer scare of touching a small shark. The Hemingway Museum is worth a visit, only to imagine where the great man sat writing at his desk, or to pet some of the six-toed cats that roam the gardens, descendants of Ernest’s own cats, a feline mutation originated with one cat and carried on now by thousands (millions?). It used to be that the curators of the house had to watch over the newborn kittens, as tourist tried to steal them and take home a precious authentic Hemingway cat.
The Curry Mansion and the Tennessee Williams house also have their charm, a little trolley passes them by every hour. The Waterfront Market is a wonderful place to shop for groceries or to get a bite in the little upstair cafe. The route to Key West through the multitude of other keys, defined in MM (mile markers) is a trip to be taken slowly with the top down if you can, the wind in your hair and the darkest sunglasses to make you feel like a movie star in an old Hollywood movie.
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